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NEW VERMEER DEALERSHIP IN SWEDEN 

V ermeer Viking AB will begin operations as an  
independent, authorised Vermeer dealer in Sweden in 

August 2011. The dealership, which will be will be centrally 
located within Sweden  in Askersund, Örebro län, will  
provide sales and service support for the entire Vermeer 
industrial product line. 

Andre Hoondert and Jarno van Dompselaar will operate 
and manage the new dealership. Both individuals have a 
long employment history with Vermeer Corporation and 
have been familiar faces in the trenchless industry since the 
1990s. They began working for respected pipeline and  
horizontal directional drilling (HDD) contractors and gained 
knowledge and experience in a wide range of applications 
and technologies. More recently, the pair has worked for 
Vermeer around the globe to train and provide product  
support to Vermeer dealers and customers.  

“We feel that our collective global experience, plus  
understanding of the distinct local market characteristics 
will enable us to provide exceptional support and counsel to 
Sweden-based contractors,” said Hoondert.  

In addition to carrying the Vermeer product line, Vermeer 
Viking AB will offer alliance products and support from 
CETCO drilling fluid additives, McLaughlin vacuum  
excavators and boring systems, Prime Horizontal drilling 
services, Brewis Engineering HDD tooling, Kennametal 
tooling, Pioneer One HDD drilling systems, DCI HDD  
locating systems, (HD)PE welding equipment, and Brandt 
Nov fluid equipment.  

Vermeer Viking AB as an authorised dealer will provide the full line of Vermeer industrial  
equipment including, tub and horizontal grinders, brush chippers, stump cutters and tree spades, as 
well as horizontal directional drilling systems, mini skid steers, and utility and track trenchers.  
Website: www.vermeerviking.se 

 
 

TT ON TRACK 

T T-UK in collaboration with the  
designers and manufacturers of the 

high quality RSP Suction Excavators, 
recently attended the increasingly  
popular Railtex exhibition at Earls Court 
between 14 and 16 June 2011.  

International visitors from as far away 
as Australia and Singapore,  as well as 
those from the UK, visited the exhibition 
spread over three days and whilst footfall 
was light at times, the visitors to the 
stand were particularly interested in the 
TT-UK/RSP Suction Excavation  
technology, which is relatively new to 
the railway industry. 

The use of the TT-UK/RSP Railway 
Suction Excavators overcomes damage 
to trackside buried pipes and cables.  
This guarantees consistently high suction performance and low maintenance, putting a stop to high 
cost and inefficient manual trackside excavations.  

The system also claims to be ideally suited for UTX’s, track ballast removal/replacement, culvert 
cleaning and safe clearing of cable troughs and rolling stock spillages. A common reoccurring  
problem of track ballast removal, cleaning and replacement is easily and efficiently solved using the 
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ground breaking suction excavation technology. Both RSP’s Technical Director, Jens Graber and 
TT-UK’s, General Manager-Suction Excavation, Lloyd Gardener, were in attendance to deal with 
the many railway applications and technical logistical aspects of this emerging technology. 

To simulate and to assist with the working applications of ballast removal etc, a small working 
scaled model suction excavator mounted onto rail track bogies was on display to demonstrate the 
efficient removal and possible disposal of the sucked material using the side and rear tipping  
capabilities of the excavator. 

TT-UK’s Business Development Manager, Roger Atherton, was on hand to discuss the trenchless 
or minimal dig applications now available to railway engineers and their contractors particularly 
applicable when laying pipes and cables under and alongside existing railway tracks using TT’s 
Grundodrill Horizontal Directional Drilling methods. Also included in the display for the renovation 
and realigning of existing trackside culverts was the Grundoburst/Burstform pipelining technology.  
Embankment drainage, tie rodding of bridge abutments, tunnel clearing etc could also be made 
available using established Grundomat moling techniques. With Roger’s worldwide experience of 
the many and variable TT Group Trenchless Technology applications and equipment he was able to 
advise the best method to complete the UTX works. Website: www.tt-uk.com 

 
 

BRINKER COMPLETES SUCCESSFUL TRIALS WITH  
SCOTTISH WATER 

Aberdeen-based Brinker Technology has announced that it has successfully completed trials with 
Scottish Water to find and fix leaks in water pipes using its Platelet Technology®. 

The trials were carried out on three leaks in residential areas of Aberdeen and Dundee, between 
January and March 2011, highlighting the technology’s potential to revolutionise water pipe repair, 
without the need to excavate roads or interrupt the water supply.  

At each of the sites the leaks were excavated in order to demonstrate the sealing mechanism to 
Scottish Water management and technicians. 

Brinker’s highly engineered Platelets® system was applied through a standard network hydrant and 
transported in the water flow to the leak site, where fluid forces entrain them into it, providing a 
seal. The remaining platelets were taken out of the network through another hydrant further  
downstream of the leak.  

This demonstrated a number of  
significant benefits for Scottish Water 
and its customers including a reduction 
in the time it would normally take to find 
and fix a leak, and the consequent  
transport problems associated with 
closed roads around an excavation site. 
Furthermore, the system provides the 
ability to safely seal leaks without  
interrupting the supply of water. This has 
a direct influence on internal resources, 
such as man-hours and the non-invasive 
nature of the technology means that there 
are fewer stresses and strains on the  
infrastructure, thus reducing the  
possibility of future leaks as a result. 

Speaking of the trial, Brinker’s product 
manager, Iain Chirnside said: “This is a 
significant achievement for the team at 
Brinker and following the success of this 
trial, we believe that water industry  
bodies internationally and all over the 
UK, can gain from the benefits of our 
innovative technology. The trials have 
shown the effectiveness and the value of 
Platelets®, as well as their capability to 
completely revolutionise water network 
maintenance, rehabilitation and overall 
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leakage. Put simply, we have the technology to avoid digging holes in roads to undertake  
maintenance or emergency repair. We see this as an extremely positive start to our relationship with 
Scottish Water, which we hope to develop further in the near future”. 

George Ponton, head of research and innovation and Scott Gaffney from Scottish Water added: 
“Working with Brinker has helped to identify another potential tool for addressing leakage in  
Scottish Water. It also demonstrates our willingness to work with companies that offer innovative 
solutions that help us drive towards zero customer disruptions.” 

Brinker’s Platelet Barrier Technology™ was developed through observing the human body’s  
response to healing cuts and wounds, where platelets in the blood are drawn to the cut and create a 
seal. Website: www.brinker-technology.com 

 
 

INVENTIVENESS AT AKER WIRTH REWARDED 

A ker Wirth GmbH from Erkelenz 
in Germany has been awarded 

the prestigious ‘Top 100’ label.  
Mentor Lothar Späth (former prime 
minister of Baden-Wuerttemberg) 
congratulated all concerned. 

Only creative businesses with vision 
and an appreciation of pioneering 
ideas make it into the elite group of 
the 100 most innovative midsize  
companies. In 2011, Aker Wirth 
achieved this for the 2nd time and  
received the ‘Top 100’ label from Mr 
Späth in the Baltic sea resort of 
Warnemünde. 

The company, based in Erkelenz, 
has a workforce of 540 employees 
and specialises in drilling systems and 
core components for the oil and gas 
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Christoph Kleuters (CEO, Aker Wirth), Lothar Späth 
(former prime minister of Baden-Wuerttemberg)and 
Peter Heinrichs (COO, Aker Wirth) at the award  
ceremony. 
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industry, mining and civil engineering. A key factor in the globally-successful technological and 
innovative advances of Aker Wirth in many areas is the close cooperation with its customers. One 
example of this is the development of a diaphragm early-warning system in collaboration with a 
leader in deep-sea telemetry, which has improved the safety of slurry pumps to an unprecedented 
degree. The company made a technological quantum leap with the ‘mobile tunnel miner’, a  
high-tech device that should later be capable of drilling not only holes of circular cross-section but 
also holes of rectangular cross-section in hard rock. The undercutting technology implemented has 
been developed by Aker Wirth and enables the drilling speed to be increased by two- to three-fold. 
This is another example of how successful cooperation can lead to successful innovation.  

The Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration tested the innovation behaviour 
of 272 midsize companies in Germany in total. Of these, the best 100 (which includes Aker Wirth) 
can display the ‘Top 100’ label for one year. “Creative ideas and a fresh way of thinking are not 
only a means for increasing turnover. We are also passionately involved and want to make things 
happen. The award makes us proud and shows that it is worthwhile when everybody pulls together.” 
said CEO Christoph Kleuters. Website: www.akersolutions.com/akerwirth  
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PERFORMING UNDER PRESSURE IN INDIA 

T here has long been a  
common myth to the effect 

that no spiral wound liner can 
perform when used as a method 
of rehabilitation/liner in pressure 
pipelines. This perception is born 
perhaps from the perceived fact 
that the majority of such liners 
are machine wound from a  
starting pit, or manhole, from 
where they are also grouted,  
often under less than ideal  
conditions, leading to voids  
behind  the  l iner  which  
subsequently result in the  
distortion of the liner when the 
pipeline is pressurised, which in 
turn then leads to tearing of the 
joints and a general catastrophic 
liner failure. This myth is further 
perpetuated by the fact that most spiral wound liner manufactures state in their product data that the 
lining of pressure pipes cannot be recommended with their system. 

There is however, as always, an exception to the proverbial general rule, which in this case was 
recently exemplified by the use of the Danby Panel Lok spiral wound lining system. Danby spiral 
wound liners have in fact been used very frequently and successfully in pressure pipe environments, 
since the first pressure pipeline liner Danby installations in Australia in 2000, where it was used 
with great success for the rehabilitation of over 10 km of 1,370 mm rising main operating at  
pressures of up to 7 bar. 

This success was quickly followed by numerous even more ambitious projects in India, where the 
Danby Panel Lok product also began to find favour for use in both large diameter rising mains and 
pressure water pipelines operating at up to 9 bar in 2001, since when many kilometres have been 
installed and have demonstrated fully satisfactory service. 

 
INSTALLING THE SYSTEM 
The secret to this success lays purely in the method of installing the liner and grout. Danby, never 
having been great advocates of mechanisation, has always endorsed the manual installation of its 

products, by which means the spiral wound material 
can be easily expanded to ultimately form a tight fit 
liner positioned against the wall of the host pipe,  
regardless of any diameter deviations. 

The grout fill, consists of a high strength (28 to 35 
MPa), low viscosity, free flowing, rapid setting and 
non-shrink mix of fly ash and OPC which is injected 
through grout ports in the liner wall at intervals along 
the installed liner length. This is often achieved in 
multiple lifts, meaning that this crucial process can be 
closely monitored and controlled so as to ensure that 
100% penetration is achieved with no voids, which 
can be inspected and verified from within the pipe 
bore. In this manner, it is possible to achieve a classic 
full composite structure through the liner/grout/host 
pipe wall ensuring the total transfer of all stresses  
throughout the pipe wall structure. 

Savita Allied industries, Danby’s Mumbai licensee 
has been able to use this fact to great effect in many 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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Installing Panel Lok flush against the inner wall of the  
metallic  pressure main. Inset: Panel Lok being installed 
through a manhole in the pressure pipeline. 

Cross-section through the composite liner/grout/
pipe wall showing the grout penetration into the 
pipe defect. 
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projects involving the rehabilitation of badly 
corroded and leaking metallic water supply 
pipelines, even when only intermittent  
shutdown periods have been available during 
non-supply hours.  

With careful planning and organisation of 
the cleaning, installation and grouting crews 
the company has recently been able to  
undertake the installation of up to eighteen 
(18) 50 m long liner coils in a single shift, 
which is representative of over 70 m of 1.2 m 
diameter pipe work, a remarkable  
achievement by any measure. 

The current projects in India continue to 
demonstrate the fact that the Danby Panel Lok spiral wound uPVC system has a valuable role to 
play in the rehabilitation of not just large diameter sewer pipelines, for which it has had an excellent 
track record, but also in the lesser known, but equally important role of being able to ensure the  
continuous supply of precious water, even working under pressure. 

Danby Panel Lok is owned and distributed through Europe, the Middle East and Asia by APS 
Holdings. Website: www.apsdubai.com 

 
 

DALROD COMPLETES A CHALLENGING RENOVATION PROJECT 
NEAR ELY CATHEDRAL 

D ALROD UK Ltd, with offices 
in both Peterborough (Head 

O f f i c e )  a n d  S t  I v e s 
(Cambridgeshire) and depots across 
East Anglia, the Midlands and the 
North East of England, has once 
again proved itself as a leader in the 
drainage maintenance and repair 
field by successfully completing a 
technically challenging job, with 
the minimum of disruption, close to 
historic Ely Cathedral, using 
trenchless lining techniques. 

 
THE PROBLEM 
The problem was that some 5 years 
ago pipeline survey works  
highlighted that ground movement 
has caused deterioration and cracking in sewers the vicinity of the Cathedral, with the situation  
being carefully monitored by DALROD since. A more recent survey indicated that the sewers were 
now in need of relining, which is normally a straightforward procedure for the DALROD team.  

However, in this instance, one particular 225 mm (9 in) diameter sewer system, which was  
approximately 2.8 to 3.0 m deep, had particularly difficult access problems. The access was tricky 
for various reasons including that the pipeline runs below a terrace of pre-war-built houses with no 
rodable access points from most of the lateral connections as well as poor access to most of the  
gardens of each individual property which made it difficult to reopen the lateral connections  
subsequent to the main line lining work. In addition to the access difficulties, most of the properties 
comprised 3-storey buildings that had live systems which could not be shut down adding to the  
operational difficulties. All of this meant that Dal Rod had to reline the sewers whilst the system 
was live and over-pump where flows required it to make sure that no flooding occurred in the  
basements of any of the 3-storey buildings during the works. This was clearly a case for a trenchless 
lining or ‘no-dig’ solution. Having examined the options it was decided that Brawoliner was best 
suited to the work, a system which the DALROD team had previously utilised on similar jobs.  

DALROD’s lining expert, Mike Pollard, said “We knew that only one product would do the job 
and that was Brawoliner as it is a strong, flexible material which would fill all of the cavities, 
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The competed Liner in the pressure pipe. 

The DALROD units in the vicinity of Ely Cathedral  
during the lining works. 
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smooth out joint displacements 
p reven t ing  any  fu r the r  
movement within the sewer 
itself. Not only that but it also 
meant that we would eliminate 
the need for expensive  
excavations.” In this instance, 
Brawoliner was chosen because 
of its capacity to negotiate  
multiple bend and joint  
displacement situations whilst 
offering a 50+ year life-
expectancy.  

DALROD is one of a number 
of contractors in the UK that 
have attended the Brawoliner 
installation course with the  
German manufacture KOB 
which ensures that the  
installation teams all have the 
correct training and certification for professionally installing the product.  

The company also utilised its latest acquisition, on the project which comprised a new state-of-the-
art lateral cutter robotic system which was used to reopen all of the 24 lateral connections along the 
lined main sewer route. This had to be carried out swiftly to prevent any flow back-up which may 
have caused flooding in the basements of the 3-storey buildings. 

The DALROD team worked tirelessly installing some three (3) Brawoliner sections using both 
inversion drum and scaffold tower inversion techniques. The three liners installed comprised two 
relatively short sections of 10 m and 15 m length respectively which used the inversion drum system 
for insertion. The longest lining of some 68 m length utilised a scaffold tower inversion set-up with 
the scaffold being some 6.5 m high. This height was necessary to ensure tight fitting of the liner 
against the host pipe wall whilst balancing the high pressure head of the live flows in the laterals 
feeding the main sewer being lined. All liners were completed using hot water curing techniques to 
ensure that the job in Ely was completed with the minimum of disruption to residents and the local 
surroundings. At one point the crew was accompanied by a security guard as they accessed the rear 
of a local bank to complete the lining project. 

Due to the recent acquisition of a new self-contained mobile lining and welfare suite with beds, 
canteen etc., the Health & Safety conscious DALROD engineers were able to stay on site and  
complete the job satisfactorily within 48 hours with works being completed on time and on budget 
with no disruption or noise pollution to anyone in the vicinity. 

 
BRAWOLINER OPTION 
The Brawoliner system is offered in the UK and Ireland by Peterborough-based CJ Kelly Associates 
as the distributor for the liner manufacturer KOB of Germany. The Brawoliner offered several  
options that would overcome the problems expected to be encountered on site. 

For CJ Kelly Associates, John Kelly, senior partner said: “The Brawoliner is a very versatile lining 
solution that gives wrinkle-free solutions 
in numerous lining situations. Whilst 
DALROD used the hot water cure option 
at Ely the system does offer, both ambient 
and steam cure options, with the latter 
using the DocuBox monitoring system 
where necessary to guarantee that full cure 
is achieved. The Brawoliner influence in 
the lining market continues to grow and 
we are very pleased to be able to offer the 
benefit of these sorts of experiences to our 
clients.” Website: www.cjkelly.com 
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Scaffold tower inversion of the longest liner. 

Using the lateral cutter to reopen  
lateral connection after lining. 
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STEAM CURED LINER INSTALLATION IN BASILDON 

P er Aarsleff UK Ltd  (PA) was requested by 
@one Alliance to tender for a sewer relining 

contract comprising the rehabilitation of some 
3.164 km of foul sewers. PA received the  
enquiry from Barhale plc which is the framework 
contractor working as part of the @one Alliance 
for Anglian Water. 

The tender had to include: Initial cleaning and 
survey of the foul sewers; Cut away of any roots 
or intrusions into the main pipe; Revisit for a 
pre-lining survey; Line the pipe; and Revisit for a 
post-lining survey. 

The contract also included all Chapter 8 traffic 
management requirements. 

Responsibility for more complicated traffic 
management fell to the main contractor, Barhale, 
which also had responsibility for any excavations and pipe repairs prior to lining. 

One important feature of the project was the requirement that all sub contractors had to increase 
production from installing 1 liner per day to 2 liners per day. PA’s programme was based on  
installing 3 liners per day. The programme from Barhale referred to 55 separate liners that needed to 
be installed. PA reduced this to 46 ‘shots’ or liners being installed by running some liners together 
to make up 1 single installation. After the initial survey only 4 sewer lengths were deemed to be 
unsuitable for relining at this stage. 

The method for the lining works that CIPP inversion of a resin impregnated, felt liner using  
compressed air which was then steam cured to establish the final liner. having been successful in 
winning the rehabilitation contract, a Danish team lead by Mogens Rune was allocated to carry out 
the work. The site agent was Peter Beck. 

The site team for this contract was Danish but PA UK intends to build up UK teams to carry out 
future contracts. 

The Danish team had to undertake initial training so as to be able to work in the UK. PA also had 
to ensure the steam unit vehicle was correctly certified to UK regulations. In addition, all other 
pieces of equipment had to be tested and passed in accordance with UK H&S requirements. This 
section of the works was organised and managed by PA’s Quality Manager Chris Cookson. 

The cleaning and CCTV survey sub-contractor selected for the project was JK Environmental 
which commenced work carrying out initial cleaning and CCTV works on the sewers so a  
programme of renovation could be agreed. 

On commencing lining works the first section, Phase 1, was completed in 11 days. Phase 1  
consisted of 31 jobs split into 27 ‘shots’. Despite a slight under-achievement on the initial  
installation programme target, an overall average of 2.5 ‘shots’ per day was achieved. 

On returning to site 2 weeks later, and over a period of 9 days, a further 20 jobs split into 19 
‘shots’ was completed. Over the total length of the project 3 ‘shots’ per day were often installed and 
on 1 occasion some 4 shots were installed 1 day. However, the works were slowed down slightly 
due to outside factors including excavations etc. In all PA installed 3 km of liner in just 20 working 
days. 

Frequent visits were made by Anglian Water and other official representatives who checked PA’s 
H&S performance, paperwork and general site performance without finding any problems. In fact 
the sites scored highly in site assessments. PA also received praise from local residents in regard to 

our dealings with them. 
In all the project proved highly successful. PA would 

like to thank Jeremy James of @one Alliance, Peter 
Fisher and Richard Beecroft of Barhale plc for their 
help and support as well as Mogens and his team for a 
professional job, Peter Beck for keeping things running 
and Chris Cookson for his assistance on H&S issues. 

PA has tendered for further work for Anglian Water 
and hope this current performance will hold it in good 
stead. Website: www.aarsleff.co.uk 
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The steam cure lining unit on site in  
Basildon. 

Per Aarsleff UK Ltd’s steam lining truck. 
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BRAWOLINER® EXPANSION CONTINUES WITH A  
SMALLER DIAMETER OPTION  

B R A W O L I N E R ®  h a s  b e c o m e  
increasingly popular as the liner of 

choice amongst many drainage maintenance 
and repair companies across the UK due to its 
use of a seamless lining textile fabric that has, 
until now, been applicable to pipes from 75 to 
255 mm diameter.  

Now the BRAWOLINER® range has been 
expanded to include a new smaller 50 mm 
diameter option known as BRAWOLINER® 
DN 50. As the smallest BRAWOLINER® 
produced to date it is particularly applicable 
to in-house rehabilitation problem and has 
BEEN specially designed for use in DN 50 
small diameter sanitary pipes; for example 
from the shower to the wash basin, drain 
pipes in the kitchen or industrial areas. The 
new 50 mm diameter option eliminates the need to repair defective flush-mounted small diameter 
pipes using the more traditional and disruptive open cut replacement technique. 

The seamless liner has the same product characteristics as the rest of the widely proven  
BRAWOLINER® range and can be installed wrinkle-free with a minimum pressure and through 
bends of up to 90°. As usual, installation takes place using the standard BRAWOLINER® inversion 
drum with an additional reduction nozzle. The new BRAWOLINER® DN 50 is now available to the 
market in lengths of 25 meters. 

The Brawoliner® system is designed to answer some of the more pressing environmental problems 
with more established lining system resins across Europe, and does this by using environmentally 
friendly resins and the system is manufactured to ISO9002 standard. 

 
RESIN MIXING 
Further to the expansion of the BRAWOLINER® diameter range the company also now offers a 
BRAWOLINER® Resin mixing unit. 

Ensuring the correct amount of resin and hardener when preparing the resin for impregnation into 
liner materials, as well as obtaining a good mixture of these components, is vitally important for 
quality control in sewage rehabilitation. This has led to increasing numbers of contractors  
demanding a resin mixing machine for this part of the lining process.  

To meet this demand BRAWOLINER® now offers a reliable, high quality resin mixing unit that 
controls resin temperature as well as the required volumes of both components to provide the  
optimum mix of the resin and hardener in a controlled environment prior to liner impregnation. The 
easy-to-use unit has a Climatic Chamber with material provision for 60 kg of resin and 2 x 20 kg of 
hardener. The mixer also uses a Two-Stage dosing process for high-precision mixing. 

 
BRAWOLINER OPTION 
All BRAWOLINER® systems are offered in the UK and Ireland by Peterborough-based CJ Kelly 
Associates as the distributor for the liner manufacturer KOB of Germany.  

For CJ Kelly Associates, John Kelly, senior partner said: 
“BRAWOLINER® offers a very versatile lining solution that 
gives wrinkle-free solutions in numerous lining situations. 
With the development of the new BRAWOLINER® DN50 we 
now see major opportunities for the smaller diameter repair 
market to utilise these modern rehabilitation techniques where 
previously the highly disruptive open cut option was the only 
practical one available. The BRAWOLINER® influence in the 
lining market continues to grow and we are very pleased to be 
able to offer the benefits of this product range and our wide 
rehabilitation experience to our both current and potential new 
clients.” Website: www.cjkelly.com 
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The BRAWOLINER® Resin mixing unit. 

The new smaller diameter liner option known as  
BRAWOLINER® DN 50. 
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HDD BORE BENEATH A STEEP SLOPE 

W hen travelling on a 400 m high 
bridge on a mountain known in 

German as ‘Sollstedter Hölle’, which in 
English means ‘Sollstedt Hell’, TT  
marketing manager Günter Naujoks asked 
himself  whether this name was going to 
prove to be a good omen given the job in 
hand?  

The drilling site for the project in  
question was being operated by boring 
contractor Beermann from Zeitz, in  
Germany. The site was situated on the 
high plateau approximately 5 km from the 
nearest village. The forest lane which led 
to the site was just about accessible over 
the final 300 m, with the contractor just 
being able to transport the boring  
equipment safely to the jobsite, including 
the truck. It took one whole working day to complete the jobsite set up.   

Water to mix the drilling fluid for the bore, was extracted from the small river known as the  
Wipper, which was 6 km away. The water was pumped into 10 m³ tanks and transported to the  
jobsite using farm tractors.  

The reason for the boring project was the need to renew an ageing gas pipe over a length of 2 km 
from the ‘Sollstedt Hell’ to the gas pressure regulation unit at the town of Sollstedt. Furthermore, 
the storage capacity to regulate the availability of gas quantities was also to be improved by this 
renewal and the pressure step in the pipes was to be increased from 25 bar up to 70 bar (PN 70).  

Main Contractor, E.ON Thüringer Energy (ETE) from Erfurt, Germany, awarded the task of  
carrying out this construction project to Boyen & Doyen from Erfurt, which in turn engaged  
Beermann Bohrtechnik GmbH of Riesenbeck to carry out the HDD bore. 

The HDD rig chosen to install the new bore was a GRUNDODRILL, Type 25 N, manufactured by 
TRACTO-TECHNIK of Lennestadt, Germany), a unit which Beermann had been successfully  
applying on boring projects since 2008. The rig had already reached an impressive 3,800 operating 
hours prior to this work. Operator Lutz Dietze said: “The longest bore we had to complete was over 
480 m on a project in Hamburg; the thickest pipe we have pulled in with the machine was a 500 mm 
diameter long distance energy pipe”. 

In the area of a steep slope with a gradient of 78%, the gas pipe ran above ground. This section 
was to be replaced by a parallel underground bore over a total length of approximately 150 m. The 

distance between the HDD rig and the start of the steep 
slope was approximately 70 m. This made an entrance 
angle of about 42 % necessary to be able to meet  
precisely the planned bore exit point at the foot of the 
steep slope at the end of the continuous straight line bore. 
In comparison to most projects where the bore entrance 
angle is usually at 10% to 24%, this bore angle was very 
acute.  
The ground conditions on the bore path comprised  

layers of partially weathered and partially very solid 
limestone rock, up to soil classification 7, which was 
often clearly visible on the surface of the steep terrain.  
The pilot bore had to be prepared taking into account 

these ground conditions. A mud motor could not be  
applied due to the very tight working conditions and the 
inclination of the bore. Therefore the use of an  
aggressive boring head with special hard metal bore tips 
seemed to be the only solution. A depth sonde (with 28 
m depth capacity), from specialist steering systems 
manufacturer DCI was fitted for the monitoring and 
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ground type through which the bore was made. 

The existing gas pipe on surface. 
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steering. The cover on the steep slope was almost 25 
m deep in parts. This caused the signal to be  
relatively weak and at times it could only be  
described as marginal.  

“This was a real challenge. However, with our 
many years of experience and the application of the 
most modern boring technology, we were confident 
of carrying the bore out as planned.  Also, the signal 
got stronger after the critical phase of the bore  
confirming that we were always on course”, said 
Kai Winkler from Beerman. The pilot bore was 
completed precisely on target.   

Two pilot bore expansion runs, with 250 mm and 
350 mm diameter reamers, followed relatively 
quickly with the runs taking just 5 minutes per drill 
rod length to pull through. The drilling fluid  
consumed was collected at the target point and 
passed on to a second deeper pit at the access road. 
From there the drilling fluid was disposed of by use 
of a suction/vacuum transporter.  

The fluid consumption was a considerable at 150 l 
per running bore metre. After each expansion bore 
the backreamer was pushed back through the bore 
hole in order to compress and rinse out the bore 
spoils from inside the bore at its deepest point.  

This cleaning process was vital in order to prevent 
the product pipe getting stuck when it was finally 
pulled in.  

After the final cleaning process the bore was cleaned thoroughly and made ready for installing of 
the product pipe. 
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Some twelve steel pipes of outer  
diameter of 200 mm, with a PE and  
reinforced fibre glass coating, were 
welded together, x-rayed and checked for 
tightness with water at 100 bar. Then the 
PE and reinforced fibre glass coating was 
re-instated at the welding point. Installed 
along with the gas pipe, were four HDPE 
pipes of 50 mm diameter and 4.6 mm wall 
thickness were pulled in to host the  
control cable and also for the filling of the 
annular space, which is necessary after the 
installation.  

A Bagela cable winch pulled the pipe 
string uphill to the bore hole. The pipe  
installation process began as soon as the final backreamer had been connected. The weight of the 
pipe string was calculated to be 5.7 t. The tensile load was an average of 9 t, well below the reserve 
load of 25 t available to the boring rig. About 1½ hours later Lutz Dietz announced the completion 
of the installation.  

The bore annulus sealing was carried out the next day. To do this, the bore hole was lagged at the 
bore exit point thus giving the security that the seal would withstand all strains during the filling 
process. The filling of the annular space along the HDPE  pipe using the filling mixture ‘Drillmix’ 
gave the gas pipe a secure position and bedding, preventing corrosion of the outer pipe surface and 
stopping the penetration of water into the annular space.  

From the bore exit point the pipeline installation proceeded using the open trench method. A  
milling cutter had already excavated a 1.3 m deep trench up to the point  where it could no longer be 
applied.  

All participants were impressed with the performance of the Beermann bore team.  According to 
the company motto: “All lights set to green” this proved to be a really environmentally sound and 
economical project.  Website: www.tracto-technik.com 

 
 

ALL TERRAIN AIR HAMMER HELPS CONQUER HARDEST ROCK 

T he Ditch Witch organisation recently  
announced the release of the All Terrain 

Air Hammer, which is designed to work with 
Ditch Witch All Terrain directional drills to 
penetrate the hardest rock.  

Ditch Witch All Terrain directional drills are 
proven to install utility conduit with  
exceptional efficiency in the widest range of 
ground formations, from mixed hard soil to 
cobble to solid rock. Designed for use with the 
Ditch Witch JT4020 All Terrain and JT100 All 
Terrain directional drills, the All Terrain Air 
Hammer expands the range of Ditch Witch All 
Terrain directional drills to include the hardest 
rock.  

Along with Ditch Witch All Terrain directional drills, air hammers and mud motors are designed 
for penetrating solid rock. But one advantage claimed for the All Terrain Air Hammer over its  
competitors is the patented All Terrain technology, which enables the All Terrain Air Hammer to 
continuously drill as it is being steered, resulting in a faster, more efficient bore. Conventional air 
hammers require stopping of the drill rotation to change directions, and mud motors typically begin 
to lose their effectiveness in rock strengths rock beyond 20,000 psi.  

Mud motors also typically require a great deal of downhole fluid, while the All Terrain Air  
Hammer does not. It has a very low flow rate, only 15 l/min (4 gpm), so fluid costs are minimal, as 
are cleanup time and expense. Used properly, the All Terrain Air Hammer leaves only dry cuttings 
and a relatively small amount of foam that is used downhole to remove the cuttings. Furthermore, 
unlike other air hammers on the market, the All Terrain Air Hammer requires no oiler or drilling 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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mud, which reduces maintenance expense and overall cost of production. The All Terrain Air  
Hammer comes in a kit that includes everything the operator needs: the unit itself; a 165 mm (6½ in) 
convex bit, convex bit jaw, and 100 mm (4 in ) jaw assembly; two slide pins; the Rockmaster Air 
Housing; and a fluid pump and air adapter kit. Featuring larger air ports, the Rockmaster Air  
Housing is designed to help maximize the productivity of the All Terrain Air Hammer. Website: 
www.ditchwitch.com  

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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ROPE BASED PIPE BURSTING SYSTEM HITS THE MARKET 

T he ABS Trenchless GmbH Rope Bursting System 
(RBS), marketed in the UK by BAUER Equipment 

UK Ltd, is now being deployed throughout Europe on 
many utilities refurbishment projects. Since the mid 
1980s the pipe bursting (or burst-lining technique as it is 
sometime known) has become a preferred trenchless 
technology for replacing defective service and sewer 
pipes.  

The RBS system, as the name suggests, employs a 
high specification steel rope, with a specially designed 
clamping device, to pull a graduated conical bursting 
tool through the existing pipe whilst simultaneously 
pulling in the new pipe to substitute the old. During the 
development of the RBS system, ABS Trenchless  
focused on providing a compact unit which could be 
deployed safely and effectively, without the need for 
personnel to enter the excavation during the pulling 
process. 

The main advantages of the RBS system are:  
• The Unit is operated remotely with a sin-

gle length pulling medium, which negates 
the need to enter the excavation during the 
process. 

• Long lengths of pipe can be replaced in one pulling operation. 
• Various types and diameters of product pipe can be used. 
• Wide variety of Pulling Forces available (40 t, 50 t, 80 t, 120 t, 150 t and 190 t) are  

available. 
• The new pipe diameter can be larger than the existing pipe. 
• The system can accommodate deviation in line and level of the existing pipeline, up to 

30o. 
• The system can be operated above 
ground when pulling from Manhole to 
Manhole. 

In recent weeks, an RBS 450 (40 t  
Pulling Force) Unit was employed to 
install 225 mm o.d. HDPE pipe whilst 
simultaneously bursting a 6 in diameter 
spun iron pipe on a Northern Ireland  
Water Project. The 200 m long burst, that 
incorporated a 20o left-handed bend 
along the route, was completed in just 
over 3 hours.  

Website: www.bauer-equipment.co.uk 

ONLINE PIPE REPLACEMENT 
For General Information on Bursting, Reaming, Cracking, Eating and Pulling click here 
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NEW JETTER OFFERS INCREASED FLEXIBITY AND CAPABILITY AT 
CLEARAWAY  

F lowplant Group Ltd recently  
announce that it has completed 

delivery of a Harben DS8/150  
Century series skid-mounted water 
jetting unit to Clearaway Drainage 
Services Ltd of Kings Langley, 
Hertfordshire, UK which is capable 
of operating at pressures up to 
10,000 psi. 

Clearaway Drainage Services Ltd 
was established in 1994 by its  
founder and Managing Director 
Frank Cleary who still oversees the 
daily operation of the business. The 
company’s strive for excellence, 
attention to detail continues today 
with massive investment in the latest 
tools, training, equipment and repair 
technologies that allow Clearaway 
Drainage Services to provide clients with the right cost-effective technical solutions that minimise 
disruption and delay. 

In 2001, Clearaway Holdings Limited was formed to consolidate and streamline the administration 
services of the business with new company, Drains & Pipes Ltd., being formed to deal with the  
requirements of the growing customer base of shops, local businesses, small builders, private  
customers etc. Clearaway Drainage Services, with its heavier plant and specialised equipment could 
then deal primarily with the commercial, corporate, and local government projects. In 2002 the  
company acquired Adept Drainage Ltd to complement the private sector drainage repairs and  
commercial CCTV businesses. For operational efficiency the group was consolidated in 2010 under 
Clearaway Drainage Services Ltd. 

To ensure compliance with current legislation and for the health and safety of clients, members of 
the public and Clearaway staff, all operators are fully trained and, where applicable, certificated. 
Clearaway is also an ISO 9001, 14001 and 18001 registered company. 

The new Harben DS8/150 Century series skid mounted water jetting unit has been purchased as an 
addition to the existing equipment fleet with a view to utilising it for specialist root cutting,  
descaling and cleaning jobs, particularly prior to the relining of sewer mains and lateral connections. 

Dave Davies, Commercial Director for Clearaway said: “The Harben DS8/150 design meets the 
company’s requirements ideally because it has the unique ability to jet at 10,000 psi @ 16 gpm and 
then at 3,000 psi @ 28 gpm simply by changing the drain jet. Also, the jump jet option enables us to 
travel a much greater distance up a pipeline than would otherwise be possible. This makes it a very 
flexible system enabling better utilisation of the asset as there is always a job that it can be doing 
rather than having it sitting in the yard awaiting a suitable project.” The skid mounted design means 
that the whole system can be loaded and removed by forklift onto a truck chassis in a matter of  
minutes. The machine is also fitted with a high-quality acoustic canopy which allows operations to 
be undertaken with minimum disturbance to local residents and businesses in built up areas. 

 
THE CENTURY DS8/150 JETTER 
The Harben® Century Series DS8/150 is a skid mounted high pressure water jetting unit fitted with a 
Century series radial piston diaphragm pump. The unit is designed to offer two performance  
parameters including jetting at between 10,000 psi @ 16 gpm and 3,000 psi @ 28 gpm via the 8 
cylinder 25 mm radial piston diaphragm pump, which is arranged for direct coupling and flange 
mounting to a single reduction gearbox. 

All moving parts are immersed in an oil bath and moving components exposed to water are limited 
to the thick nitrile rubber diaphragm and cartridge type inlet and discharge valves. A patented  
diaphragm protection valve is fitted to each cylinder. Pressure cylinders are manufactured from 
stainless steel EN57 and valves from hardened and ground stainless steel. 

The ring-type high pressure delivery manifold is of tubular design with ports for high pressure 
water take-off to a selector valve and safety relief valves. The pump design also allows the facility 
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to run dry and run on poor quality and sea 
water without any modifications. 

The unit is powered by an Iveco 6  
cylinder in-line turbo charged, four-stroke, 
direct injection diesel engine producing 
107 kW (142.7 hp) at 2,250 rpm  
continuous rating. 

For Clearway, the pump and engine 
package is mounted onto a sturdy base 
skid frame made from box section tubing. 
The frame is shot blasted, rust protected 
and epoxy coated. Forklift channels are 
incorporated and the skid is fitted with a 
50 micron heavy-duty in-line water filter 
with inlet connection. A 430 l capacity 
twin plastic water header tank complete 
with ball control valve is also fitted. 

The body is manufactured from high 
quality Zintec sheet steel designed to give rigidity. The doors are constructed with a solid external 
face, in-filled with 50 mm thick acoustic quality high-density non-hydroscopic mineral wool to 
minimise noise output. A residential silencer is mounted on top of the unit. 

Control of the unit is achieved using low level full instrumentation via an analogue display control 
box, allowing the machine to be operated whilst mounted on a truck flat bed. 

The Clearway unit also has a 700 bar Hydraulic Hose Reel with a capacity of 100 m x ¾ in hose. 
The hydraulic selector has ‘reel in/reel’ locking ‘free-wheel’ and variable speed controls.  

Furthermore a Jump Jet Kit™ is fitted which increases the effective cleaning distance of the  
machine and reduces water consumption. High efficiency drain jets have also been provided which 
will operate in drains up to 300 mm diameter as well as a Century Bomb jet for drains up to 750 mm 
diameter. A Century Plough jet for removing silt in large drains is also included. 

All Harben machines are now built to comply with BS EN 1829 part 1 which is the latest standard 
governing the safety of water jetting units and which must be met by all water jetting machines now 
sold in the UK. 

For the equipment supplier Flowplant Group Ltd, Alistair Hiscock, sales director said: “We are 
delighted to have supplied Clearway with a Harben DS8 150 skid. It is a hugely powerful drain  
jetting machine that will add significantly to the company’s ever increasing fleet of specialist kit.” 
Website: www.flowplant.com 

 
 

NEW WEBSHOP MAKES SAFETY EASIER 

D esigned to make safety easier, the new Draeger 
Webshop provides easy access to a wide range 

of industrial safety solutions. This interactive, secure 
on-line web facility forms part of Draeger’s ongoing 
commitment to understanding and working  
alongside its customers. Enabling UK customers to 
source Draeger products 24-hours a day, 7-days a 
week, the site offers fast delivery on thousands of 
personal protective equipment, occupational safety 
products, portable and fixed gas detection  
equipment as well as spares and accessories.     

Serving a variety of sectors including the water 
industry, this convenient website has both quick and 
extended search facilities and also allows visitors to 
browse via extensive industrial application and product catalogues. By using Draeger’s deep  
knowledge and understanding of the safety issues and risks that are faced every day, the site can also 
assist with product selection automatically for those industries. Product catalogues are quick and 
easy to access and has convenient product-specific enquiry forms and direct email links as well as 
telephone, fax and instant message ‘chat’ facilities.Draeger’s move into eCommerce means that 
customers can now source Draeger products, services and ‘know-how’ at a time convenient to  
themselves. Website: www.draegershop.co.uk  
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NJUG AWARDS 2011 – OPEN FOR ENTRIES 

N JUG is pleased to announce that the NJUG Awards 2011 is now open for entries. The Awards 
which are sponsored by Veolia Water, are being hosted by Louise Ellman MP (Chair of the 

Transport Select Committee) and will be taking place in the Houses of Parliament on 22 November 
2011.  

The Awards are designed to recognise, promote and reward instances of best practice within the 
street works industry which contribute to turning the NJUG Vision for Street Works into a reality. 
Prizes are awarded to utility companies and contractors who provide case studies demonstrating 
their delivery of one or more of the objectives of the NJUG Vision.  

The Award categories are: 
• Safety – Safety is the number one priority  
• Quality – Utilities deliver consistent high quality 
• Partnership – Utilities work together and in partnership with local authorities and  

contractors to minimise disruption 
• Communications – Utilities keep the public fully informed on all aspects of works 
• Sustainability – Utilities maximise the use of sustainable methods and materials 
• Avoiding damage – Damage to underground assets is avoided 

To enter a category, please complete an entry form and send to awards@njug.org.uk by midday 
Friday 30 September, 2011. Website: www.njug.org.uk/category/5/pageid/84/ 

 
 

NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA 2011EXHIBITION SELLS OUT 

E xhibition space is now sold out for the inaugural NO-DIG 
SOUTH AFRICA 2011 exhibition that is to be held in  

Pretoria, South Africa between 23 and 24 August 2011. Lining 
up with many prominent Southern African suppliers to the  
industry are exhibitors from Germany, Austria, Japan and  
Singapore. 

Gold sponsor is Vermeer, suppliers of horizontal directional 
drilling equipment which will show an impressive display of 
machinery and ancillary equipment.  Bronze sponsor is  
Insitu-Pipelines which will be promoting its pipeline relining 
techniques. 

Alongside the two day exhibition will be an educational Conference programme, incorporating the 
International Society for Trenchless Technology’s ISTT Trenchless Masterclass. Led by  
international experts Dr Sam Ariaratnam and Dr Dec Downey, the Masterclass will provide  
attendees with an overview of the latest trenchless techniques, as well as detailed sessions on  
specific topics including inspection, repair, rehabilitation, replacement and new installation. Case 
study papers will also be presented by speakers who will share experience of undertaking works in a 
variety of site conditions. 

NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA 2011 is drawing delegates and visitors from municipalities, utility 
companies, suppliers, consultants and contractors from the Southern African community,  as well as 
the nearby SADC countries where there is growing evidence of trenchless technologies being  
implemented to minimise disruption and environmental damage. 

A certificate of attendance will be provided to all Conference delegates and furthermore South 
African professionals will also receive CPD points. 

NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA 2011 is organised on behalf of SASTT and ISTT by UK based  
Westrade Group Ltd which specialises in organising international trenchless technology events. 
Website: www.nodigsouthafrica.com 

 
TRENCHELESS MIDDLE EAST - SOLD OUT! 

T he spotlight will be on Dubai when TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2011 opens its doors to 
the industry at the Jumeirah Beach Conference & Exhibition Centre, between 10 and 11  

October 2011. This year’s event marks the seventh in this highly popular series which has a proven 
track record of drawing a quality audience from the UAE, the GCC countries, as well as further 
afield within the MENA region and beyond. 

The exhibition has already sold out two months in advance and visitors are likely to be impressed 
by the range of innovations, equipment and products displayed by some 60 industry suppliers from 
16 countries. 

EVENTS AND MEETINGS 
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The Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) has  
recently confirmed its official support of  
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST and will encourage 
its members to visit the exhibition, as well as join up 
for the conference. This year’s event is also  
sponsored by a record number of industry  
organisations.  From the Middle East these include 
Vermeer, International Aramoon, Al Naboodah, 
Borouge  and Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services  
Company.  European sponsors are Herrenknecht, 
Fluvius, Sanikom and MTS Perforator.  

The two day exhibition will be complemented by 
an educational conference programme which  
provides a mix of training modules on the latest 
techniques, along with case studies illustrating  
examples of projects undertaken in the region and 
addressing the challenges specific to the geological 
conditions. Day one will focus on new construction 
projects and the second day will feature papers on rehabilitation. Delegates will learn about the  
latest techniques and hear of the challenges, solutions and benefits through using trenchless  
technology. The programme is assembled in collaboration with the ISTT which has supported and 
contributed to the TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST events since their inception. A certificate of  
attendance will be provided to all delegates.  

 
CONFERENCE PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS 
Day 1  - Monday 10 October – New Construction 
1: STEP - A sustainable solution for Abu Dhabi  - Alan Thomson, Managing Director, ADSCC, 

UAE 
2: New milestone in guided auger boring with Front Steer technology - Dr.- Ing. Hans-Peter Uff-

mann, Bohrtec, GmbH, Germany 
3: Recent innovations in HDPE butt fusion - Keith Mole, International Business Manager, McElroy 

Manufacturing Inc, UK 
4: Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) and Burstlining - exception becomes routine: installation 

with ductile iron pipes – Steffen Ertelt, DuktusRohrsystemeWetzlar GmbH, Germany 
5: 4.1 m diameter pipe jacking of intake and outfall tunnels - Dr. Klaus Rieker, Wayss& Freytag, 

Germany 
6: Small diameter on-grade microtunnelling in rock and highly compacted soils - John Milligan, 

Business Manager, Vermeer USA 
 

Day 2 – Tuesday 11 October – Rehabilitation 
1: Keynote Address – Trenchless pipeline rehabilitation methods - Dr Dec Downey, past chairman 

International Society for Trenchless Technology (ISTT), UK 
2: Experiences with UV light-curing CIPP in large pipe dimensions - BenediktStentrup, Managing 

director of RELINEEUROPE Liner GmbH & Co  KG, Germany 
3: Biogenic corrosion – ‘microbiological induced corrosion’  -  in concrete sewerage systems. The 

impact and solutions - MoosaDamerchie, B.Eng. M.ASCE, International Managing Director, 
ConShield Technologies, Inc, USA, William E. Shook President, AP/M PERMAFORM, USA 
and Ibrahim Almajaida, Liwa Contracting, UAE 

4: No-dig technologies –innovative solutions for efficient and fast pipe rehabilitation - Mrs. Ulrike 
Rabmer-Koller – General Manager of Rabmer Group, Austria  

5: Lining of pipes, sewers and tunnels with the spiral wound SPR renovation technique - Klaus 
Schmager, KMG Pipe Technologies GmbH, Germany 

6: Techniques to seal infiltration within waste water networks to meet INI targets -  Ian Ramsay, 
Managing Director Fluvius, UK 

7: Pipe inspection and rehabilitation by CIPP-UV -  Faiz Al-Elweet, President and CEO, Interna-
tional Aramoon Corp, Saudi Arabia 

8: The Development of High Stress Crack Resistance Polyethylene for use in Trenchless Technol-
ogy -Andrew Wedgner, Kang Peck Tze and David Walton,  Borouge, UAE and Singapore 

Website: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com  
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WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF TRENCHLESS SYSTEMS 

T o be held on 6 October 2011 at Allergate House, Belmont, Durham, UK, Welcome to the 
World of Trenchless Systems will be a high speed seminar cantering through the various  

intricate systems for repair and replacement of underground assets without digging the road up! 
Entry is free of charge with the seminar being presented by Brian Syms, a Past UKSTT Council 

Officer. 
Trenchless Technology is the science of installing, repairing or renewing underground pipes, ducts 

and cables using techniques that minimise or eliminate the need for excavation. The use of such 
techniques can reduce environmental impact, social costs and at the same time provide economic 
alternatives to traditional open cut methods of installation, renewal or repair. 

The techniques themselves can be broken down into three areas: Repair and Renovation;  
Replacement and  New Installation. Details for the event and registration forms can be obtained 
through the Website: www.ciob.org 
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2011 
August 23-24 
No-Dig South Africa 2011- Pretoria, South Africa. 
Details from: www.nodigsouthafrica.com 
 

September 7-8 
dt Exhibition - Cheltenham, UK 
Details from: www.dtexhibition.com 
 

September 8 
Mapping The Underworld 2011– Southampton, UK 
Details from: www.mappingtheunderworld.ac.uk 
 

September 19-21 
Breakthroughs in Tunnelling - Colorado, USA 
Details from: www.tunneling.com 
 

October 3-6 
No-Dig Down Under 2011 - Brisbane, Australia 
Details from: www.trenchless2011.com 
(Online Registration Now Open) 
 

October 6 
Welcome to the World of Trenchless Systems - Durham, 
UK. 
Details from: www.ciob.org 
 

October 10-11 
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2011 - Dubai, UAE. 
Details from: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com 
 

October 13-14 
The 6th China International Water Business Summit -  
Beijing, China 
Details from: www.cdmc.org.cn 
 

October 26-28 
International Conference on Pipelines and Trenchless 
Technology (ICPTT) - Beijing, China. 
Details from: www.icptt.org 
 
 
 
2012 
March 
Trenchless Asia 2012 - Singapore 
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

March 11-16 
North American No-Dig 2012 - Nashville, USA 
Details from: www.nodigshow.com 
 

April 17-19 
No-Dig Poland 2012 - Kielce, Poland. 
Details from: www.nodigpoland.tu.kielce.pl 
 

October 2-4 
No-Dig Live 2012 - Coventry, UK 
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk 
 

November 12-14 
International No Dig Show 2012 - São Paulo, Brazil 
Details from: www.nodigshow2012.com 
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2013 
April 15-21 
BAUMA 2013 - Munich, Germany. 
Details from: www.bauma.de/en 
 

September 1-4 
No-Dig Down Under 2013 - Sydney, Australia 
Details from: www.trenchlessinternational.com 
 

 
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would 
like to add it to this listing please forward details to: 
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk  
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